Georgia DOT Awards $4 Million Roundabout Project in Dawson County

GAINESVILLE, Ga., – Eighteen contracts for statewide transportation projects totaling $44,520,635 were awarded December 2 in Atlanta. In district one, CMES, Inc. of Norcross, Ga., was awarded the $4 million contract to construct a roundabout on State Route 53 at State Route 183 in Dawson County.

The project would change the at-grade intersection to the three-legged one-lane roundabout. The roundabout approaches will consist of 12 foot to 20 foot wide lanes with a raised island to split traffic.

For more information on the safety and operation of a roundabout please visit: http://www.dot.ga.gov/DS/SafetyOperation/Roundabouts

Preserving existing infrastructure is an important goal for the department, “Over the last year, with the funds resulting from the Transportation Funding Act, we have been steadily tackling the conditions of our infrastructure,” Georgia DOT Commissioner Russell R. McMurry, P.E. said. “Looking ahead, we anticipate continued improvement in pavement conditions and replacements of our aging bridges.”

Sixty-two percent of the awarded funds were devoted to resurfacing and maintenance while bridges represent 26 percent. Since fiscal year 17 began on July 1, Georgia DOT has invested $175.8 million in resurfacing interstate and state routes. Conditions of Georgia’s catalogue of more than 14,600 bridges will be addressed in seven of the recently awarded contracts totaling $11.8 million.

“With an average age of 43 years and load restrictions on 12 percent of bridges on state roads, addressing bridge conditions is vital - not only for safety, but also for economic development. Most of these bridges were designed to have a 50-year lifespan,” McMurry said.

See attached Award Announcement project list. Information on schedules, lane closures and detours will be made available in advance of construction activities.

The public is urged to “know before you go.” For real-time information on active construction, incidents and more, call 511 or visit 511ga.org before you get into your car.
Routine Maintenance Contracting opportunities are available. For information about contractor qualification and the bidding process for Routine Maintenance projects, visit www.GAroads.org.

Construction work zones are hazardous for workers and for the public. In fact, most victims in work zones crashes are drivers or passengers. Obey the rules in work zones – Pay Attention – Slow Down – Watch for Workers. And always, expect the unexpected. It can make the difference between life and death. Visit www.dot.ga.gov. Follow us on Facebook (www.facebook.com/GDOTNET) and Twitter (http://twitter.com/gaDOTNE).
AWARD IS MADE ON NOVEMBER 18, 2016 TO THE LOW BIDDER ON THE FOLLOWING CONTRACTS UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED.

DBE PARTICIPANTS LISTED BY THE LOW BIDDER ARE NAMED BELOW. AWARD OF A CONTRACT TO A LOW BIDDER WHO HAS LISTED DBE PARTICIPANTS IN THE BID DOES NOT CONSTITUTE FINAL APPROVAL BY THE DEPARTMENT OF THE LISTED DBE PARTICIPANTS. UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED, DBE PARTICIPANTS LISTED BELOW ARE ACCEPTABLE BY THE DEPARTMENT FOR SATISFYING THE DBE GOAL ON THE CONTRACT PROVIDED THE WORK OR SERVICE TO BE PERFORMED BY THE DBE IS IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THE CONTRACT AND APPLICABLE FHWA REGULATIONS.

1. FEDERAL PROJECT M005481, APPLING COUNTY. 1.359 MILES OF MILLING AND PLANT MIX RESURFACING ON SR 27 BEGINNING NORTH OF THOMAS ST AND EXTENDING SOUTH OF KNIGHT SAW MILL RD. (E) OCTOBER 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601625-0. DISTRICT 5 - JESUP, AREA OFFICE 1 - BAXLEY PI # M005481

LOW BIDDER
EVERETT DYKES GRASSING CO., INC.
1339 GA. HWY. 112
COCHRAN, GA 31014-1252
(478)934-2707
"IRS # "+******4952

AMOUNT $592,222.16

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:

MIDDLE GEORGIA SIGNS - DESIGN EFFEX, INC
TRAFFIC CONTROL

S&S ASPHALT AND CEMENT MAINTENANCE, LLC
MISCELLANEOUS CONCRETE

S.A.B.E., INC.
HOT MIX ASPHALTIC CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
(E) OCTOBER 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601608-0. DISTRICT 4 - TIFTON, AREA OFFICE 5 - ALBANY PI # M005565 

LOW BIDDER               REEVES CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
AMOUNT       $3,325,434.15          4931 RIVERSIDE DR., BLDG. 100, STE. A 
              MACON, GA 31210-1156  
              (478)474-9092  
               "IRS #:******1369 

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS: TYPE OF WORK: 
AMERICAN MATERIAL SERVICES, INC.                 Hauling Liquid AC 
BANNEKER ENERGY, LLC                             Hauling Fuel 
MIDDLE GEORGIA SIGNS - DESIGN EFFEX, INC        Traffic Control 
SOUTHERN ADVANCED SOLUTIONS, LLC                Grassing 

3. FEDERAL PROJECT M004816, BALDWIN COUNTY. 7.080 MILES OF MILLING, PLANT MIX RESURFACING, SINGLE SURFACE TREATMENT PAVING AND SHOULDER REHABILITATION ON SR 22 BEGINNING AT THE JONES COUNTY LINE AND EXTENDING EAST OF LITTLE FISHING CREEK BRIDGE. 
(E) OCTOBER 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601631-0. DISTRICT 2 - TENNILLE, AREA OFFICE 1 - MILLEDGEVILLE PI # M004816 

LOW BIDDER               REEVES CONSTRUCTION COMPANY 
AMOUNT       $1,662,842.60          4931 RIVERSIDE DR., BLDG. 100, STE. A 
              MACON, GA 31210-1156  
              (478)474-9092  
               "IRS #:******1369 

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS: TYPE OF WORK: 
F. BOYINGTON TRUCKING, LLC.                 Hauling Asphaltic Concrete Mix 
                                               Hauling Aggregate 
MIDDLE GEORGIA SIGNS - DESIGN EFFEX, INC    Traffic Control 
SOUTHERN ADVANCED SOLUTIONS, LLC            Grassing
4. FEDERAL PROJECT M005368, BARTOW COUNTY. BRIDGE REHABILITATION AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS ON I-75/SR 401 IN BARTOW COUNTY. (E) NOVEMBER 30, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601621-0. DISTRICT 6 - CARTERSVILLE, AREA OFFICE 1 - CARTERSVILLE PI # M005368

LOW BIDDER: RAM CONSTRUCTION SERVICES OF MICHIGAN, INC.
AMOUNT: $1,989,822.87
13800 ECKLES ROAD
LIVONIA, MI 48150
(734)464-3822
"IRS #: +******4400

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
CTCS, INC. TRAFFIC CONTROL SPECIALISTS TRAFFIC CONTROL

5. FEDERAL PROJECT M005446, BIBB, CRAWFORD, PEACH COUNTIES. 10.040 MILES OF PAVEMENT REHABILITATION ON I-75/SR 401 BEGINNING NORTH OF SR 96 (RICHARD RUSSELL PKWY) AND EXTENDING NORTH OF BIBB/CRAWFORD COUNTY LINE. (E) DECEMBER 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601524-1. DISTRICT 3 - THOMASTON, AREA OFFICE 4 - MACON PI # M005446

LOW BIDDER: R.A. KNAPP CONSTRUCTION, INC.
AMOUNT: $9,835,609.00
6501 MIAMI AVE.
KANSAS CITY, KS 66111
(913)287-8700
"IRS #: +******0614

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
MIDDLE GEORGIA SIGNS - DESIGN EFFEX, INC TRAFFIC CONTROL
SIMPLEX CONSTRUCTION SUPPLIES, INC. GRIND CONCRETE PAVEMENT FULL DEPTH SLAB REPLACEMENT

6. FEDERAL PROJECT M005480, BRYAN COUNTY. 1.515 MILES OF MILLING AND PLANT MIX RESURFACING ON SR 30 BEGINNING EAST OF GROOVER HILL RD AND EXTENDING WEST OF SR 26. (E) OCTOBER 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601626-0. DISTRICT 5 - JESUP, AREA OFFICE 5 - SAVANNAH PI # M005480

LOW BIDDER: PREFERRED MATERIALS, INC.
AMOUNT: $441,259.00
47 TELFAIR PLACE
SAVANNAH, GA 31415
(912)443-3410
"IRS #: +******1468

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
SCOTT & SONS TRUCKING, LLC HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX
7. FEDERAL PROJECT M005429, CHATHAM COUNTY. BRIDGE REHABILITATION AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS ON I-95/SR 405 IN CHATHAM COUNTY.
(E) NOVEMBER 30, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601622-0. DISTRICT 5 - JESUP, AREA OFFICE 5 - SAVANNAH PI # M005429

LOW BIDDER  
SEMINOLE EQUIPMENT, INC.  
204 TARPON INDUSTRIAL DR., STE. A  
TARPON SPRINGS, FL 34689-6801  
(727)944-4481  
"IRS # "+******2914

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:  
TYPE OF WORK:  
BASELINE SUPPLY, LLC  
PAINTING STRUCTURES  
TRANSafe, INC.  
TRAFFIC CONTROL

8. FEDERAL PROJECT M005302 & M005566, COLQUITT COUNTY. 15.465 MILES OF MILLING, PLANT MIX RESURFACING AND SHOULDER REHABILITATION ON SR 202 BEGINNING NORTH OF SR 3 AND EXTENDING SOUTH OF SR 111.  
(E) OCTOBER 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601614-0. DISTRICT 4 - TIFTON, AREA OFFICE 4 - MOULTON PI # M005566

LOW BIDDER  
REEVES CONSTRUCTION COMPANY  
4931 RIVERSIDE DR., BLDG. 100, STE. A  
MACON, GA 31210-1156  
(478)474-9092  
"IRS # "+******1369

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:  
TYPE OF WORK:  
AMERICAN MATERIAL SERVICES, INC.  
HAULING LIQUID AC  
BANNEKER ENERGY, LLC  
HAULING FUEL  
MIDDLE GEORGIA SIGNS - DESIGN EFFEX, INC  
TRAFFIC CONTROL  
SOUTHERN ADVANCED SOLUTIONS, LLC  
GRASSING
9. FEDERAL PROJECT 0009938, DAWSON COUNTY. CONSTRUCTION OF A ROUNDBOUT ON SR 53 AT SR 183. (E) MAY 31, 2018 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601632-0. DISTRICT 1 - GAINESVILLE, AREA OFFICE 1 - GAINESVILLE PI # 0009938

LOW BIDDER          CMES, INC.            6555 MCDONOUGH DRIVE
AMOUNT             $3,797,964.90           NORCROSS, GA 30093
                    (770)982-1905
"IRS # "+******1087

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:

CELEBRITY FENCE COMPANY, INC. FENCE (CHAIN LK, WOVEN OR BARBED WIRE)
CLEAN WATER CONSULTANTS, INC. MISCELLANEOUS EROSION CONTROL ITEMS
HARDY TRANSPORTATION SERVICES, INC. HAULING SOIL TO THE PROJECT
HAULING SOIL WITHIN THE PROJECT
HIGHWAY SERVICES, INC. HIGHWAY SIGNS
THERMOPLASTIC TRAFFIC STRIPE
TRAFFIC CONTROL
JAKE MARTIN & SON CONTRACTORS, INC. GRASSING
KATHY ANDERSON TRUCKING, INC. HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX
LADD TRUCKING HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX
LEON'S FENCE & GUARDRAIL, LLC GUARD RAIL
PALMER, INCORPORATED HAULING SOIL WITHIN THE PROJECT
HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX
10. FEDERAL PROJECT 0012660, DEKALB COUNTY. 0.4260 MILE OF WIDENING AND RECONSTRUCTION FOR RAMP IMPROVEMENTS ON I-285/SR 407 AT SR 141 (PEACHTREE IND BLVD).
   (E) JULY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601633-0. DISTRICT 7 - CHAMBLEE, AREA OFFICE 1 - CHAMBLEE PI # 0012660

   LOW BIDDER: MATRIARCH CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.
   AMOUNT: $1,000,000.55
   179 Handley Road
   TYRONE, GA 30290-2157
   (770)486-6573
   "IRS #: +********3809

   DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
   TYPE OF WORK:
   C & G CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION CO., INC. MISCELLANEOUS CONCRETE
   LUNA GENERAL CONSTRUCTION, INC. MISCELLANEOUS CONCRETE

11. FEDERAL PROJECT M005122 & M005479, DOUGHERTY COUNTY. 5.337 MILES OF MILLING, PLANT MIX RESURFACING AND SHOULDER REHABILITATION ON SR 300 BEGINNING AT US 82/SR 520 (CLARK AVE) AND EXTENDING NORTH OF BRANCH RD AND ON SR 520 BEGINING WEST OF N. MAPLE ST AND EXTENDING TO PINE BLUFF RD (CR 473).
   (E) OCTOBER 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601617-0. DISTRICT 4 - TIFTON, AREA OFFICE 5 - ALBANY PI # M005122

   LOW BIDDER: OXFORD CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
   AMOUNT: $3,358,272.77
   3200 PALMYRA RD.
   ALBANY, GA 31707-1221
   (229)883-3232
   "IRS #: +********8940

   DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
   TYPE OF WORK:
   BANNEKER ENERGY, LLC HAULING FUEL
   MIDDLE GEORGIA SIGNS - DESIGN EFFEX, INC TRAFFIC CONTROL
   WILLIE D. PIERCE CONTRACTOR HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX
   HAULING SOIL TO THE PROJECT
   HAULING MILLINGS
   HAULING AGGREGATE
12. FEDERAL PROJECT BRZLB-0171-00(005), LAMAR COUNTY. 0.810 MILE OF CONSTRUCTION OF A BRIDGE AND APPROACHES ON RUFFNER RD (CR 217) OVER POTATO CREEK. 
   (E) NOVEMBER 30, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601611-0. DISTRICT 3 - THOMASTON, AREA OFFICE 1 - THOMASTON PI # 371173-

   LOW BIDDER
   AMOUNT $1,310,670.08
   SOUTHEASTERN SITE DEVELOPMENT, INC.
   14 EAST GORDON RD.
   NEWNAN, GA 30263-2214
   (678)423-7770
   "IRS #:+******7254

   DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS: TYPE OF WORK:
   ADAMS GRADING COMPANY, INC. CLEARING AND GRUBBING
   RIGHT OF WAY
   HAMM GRASSING CO., LLC GRASSING
   THE SHARON COMPANY, INC. GUARD RAIL

   (E) OCTOBER 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601630-0. DISTRICT 5 - JESUP, AREA OFFICE 5 - SAVANNAH PI # M004998

   LOW BIDDER
   AMOUNT $1,088,966.00
   EAST COAST ASPHALT, LLC
   822 RC DRIVE
   DOUGLAS, GA 31535
   (912)384-8114
   "IRS #:+******2771

   DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS: TYPE OF WORK:
   CORBETT ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION, INC. TRAFFIC SIGNAL INSTALLATION
   MIDDLE GEORGIA SIGNS - DESIGN EFFEX, INC TRAFFIC CONTROL
   RDLC, LLC HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX
(E) JULY 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601618-0. DISTRICT 2 - TENNILLE, AREA OFFICE 5 - MADISON PI # 0012645

DEFERRED

15. FEDERAL PROJECT M005172, PIERCE COUNTY. 21.727 MILES OF MILLING, PLANT MIX RESURFACING AND SHOULDER REHABILITATION ON SR 15 BEGINNING NORTH OF SATILLA RIVER BRIDGE AND EXTENDING SOUTH OF BIG SATILLA CREEK BRIDGE.
(E) OCTOBER 31, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601624-0. DISTRICT 5 - JESUP, AREA OFFICE 2 - WAYCROSS PI # M005172

LOW BIDDER   EAST COAST ASPHALT, LLC
AMOUNT   $3,624,288.25  822 RC DRIVE
           DOUGLAS, GA 31535
           (912)384-8114
           "IRS # "+******2771

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS: TYPE OF WORK:
COPE CONSTRUCTION, INC.       HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX
MIDDLE GEORGIA SIGNS - DESIGN EFFEX, INC   TRAFFIC CONTROL
SOUTHERN ADVANCED SOLUTIONS, LLC   GRASSING
16. FEDERAL PROJECT BRZLB-0231-00(005), PIKE COUNTY. 0.161 MILE OF CONSTRUCTION OF A BRIDGE AND APPROACHES ON BUFFINGTON RD (CR 5) OVER TURNPIKE CREEK. (E) NOVEMBER 30, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601620-0. DISTRICT 3 - THOMASTON, AREA OFFICE 1 - THOMASTON PI # 371130-

LOW BIDDER
MASSANA CONSTRUCTION, INC.
AMOUNT  $1,115,235.00
WINNABAAT 934 GLENWOOD AVE., #200
ATLANTA, GA 30316-1868
(404)635-0669
"IRS #: +******9249

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS: TYPE OF WORK:
BASELINE SUPPLY, LLC
STEEL STRUCTURES
THE SHARON COMPANY, INC.
GUARD RAIL
TURNER CO. & EROSION CONTROL, INC.
MISCELLANEOUS EROSION CONTROL ITEMS

17. FEDERAL PROJECT BRSLB-2015-00(003), TROUP COUNTY. 0.152 MILE OF CONSTRUCTION OF A BRIDGE AND APPROACHES ON HAMMETT RD (CR 296) OVER YELLOW JACKET CREEK TRIBUTARY. (E) NOVEMBER 30, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601612-0. DISTRICT 3 - THOMASTON, AREA OFFICE 1 - LAGRANGE PI # 342870-

LOW BIDDER
BALDWIN PAVING CO., INC.
AMOUNT  $796,692.43
WINNABAAT 1014 KENMILL DR., N.W.
MARIETTA, GA 30060-7911
(770)425-9191
"IRS #: +******0947

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FOLLOWS: TYPE OF WORK:
CENTERLINE SURVEYING, INC.
CONSTRUCTION LAYOUT
COLUMBUS BARRICADES, INC.
TRAFFIC CONTROL
HIGHWAY SERVICES, INC.
PAINTING TRAFFIC STRIPE
JAKE MARTIN & SON CONTRACTORS, INC.
GRASSING
TROUP HAULING COMPANY
HAULING SOIL TO THE PROJECT
HAULING RIP RAP TO PROJECT, ALL SIZES
HAULING GAB
HAULING ASPHALTIC CONCRETE MIX
18. FEDERAL PROJECT BRSLB-1100-00(009), WASHINGTON COUNTY. 0.151 MILE
OF CONSTRUCTION OF A BRIDGE AND APPROACHES ON HAMBURG STATE
PARK RD (CR 376) OVER COWPEN CREEK.
(E) NOVEMBER 30, 2017 COMPLETION DATE. B1CBA1601610-0. DISTRICT 2 -
TENNILLE, AREA OFFICE 1 - MILLEDGEVILLE PI # 231170-

LOW BIDDER                         GREGORY BRIDGE COMPANY
AMOUNT    $1,195,870.73

865 OAK ST.
EATONTON, GA 31024-6501
(706)485-7283
"IRS #":******5139

DBE PARTICIPANTS ARE AS FALLS:

BRENCO CONTRACTORS, INC.             TYPE OF WORK:
MISCELLANEOUS EROSION
CONTROL ITEMS

C & G CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION CO., INC.
MISCELLANEOUS CONCRETE

MIDDLE GEORGIA SIGNS - DESIGN EFFEX, INC
HIGHWAY SIGNS

S.A.B.E., INC.
HAULING RIP RAP TO
PROJECT, ALL SIZES

THE SHARON COMPANY, INC.
GUARD RAIL

19. STATE PROJECT 0009862, CALHOUN COUNTY. 0.417 MILE OF
CONSTRUCTION OF 2 BRIDGES AND APPROACHES ON SR 45 OVER
CORDRAY'S POND AND CORDRAY'S POND OVERFLOW
(ICHAWAYNOCHAWAY CREEK).
(E) AUGUST 31, 2018 COMPLETION DATE. B3CBA1601637-0. DISTRICT 4 -
TIFTON, AREA OFFICE 3 – CUTHBERT/DONALDSONVILLE PI # 0009862

ALL BIDS REJECTED

20. FEDERAL PROJECT BRF00-0187-01(016), CHEROKEE, FULTON COUNTIES. 0.369
MILE OF CONSTRUCTION OF A BRIDGE AND APPROACHES ON SR 140 OVER
LITTLE RIVER. NOVEMBER 30, 2018 COMPLETION DATE. B3CBA1601613-0.
DISTRICT 7 - CHAMBLEE, AREA OFFICE 2 - MARIETTA PI # 721308-

LOW BIDDER                           E. R. SNELL CONTRACTOR, INC.
AMOUNT    $4,088,699.63

1785 OAK RD.
SNELLVILLE, GA 30078-2233
(770)985-0600
"IRS #":******7745
21. STATE PROJECT 0012578, CRISP, SUMTER COUNTIES. 1.127 MILES OF CONSTRUCTION OF A BRIDGE AND APPROACHES ON US 280/SR 30 OVER LAKE BLACKSHEAR. MAY 31, 2019 COMPLETION DATE. B3TIA1601636-0. DISTRICT 3 - THOMASTON, AREA OFFICE 3 - PERRY PI # 0012578

DEFERRED

22. STATE PROJECT BHF00-0046-01(030) & STP00-0046-01(029), NEWTON COUNTY. 2.397 MILES OF WIDENING RECONSTRUCTION ON SR 12 BEGINNING AT US 278/SR 12 AND EXTENDING EAST OF SR 142; ALSO INCLUDES CONSTRUCTION OF 2 BRIDGES AND APPROACHES ON SR 12 OVER ALCOVY RIVER AND ALCROY RIVER OVERFLOW. MAY 31, 2020 COMPLETION DATE. B3CBA1601638-0. DISTRICT 2 - TENNILLE, AREA OFFICE 5 – MADISON PI # 231630-

DEFERRED